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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a video coding scheme for very low bit
rate applications� The coding approach relies on active mes�
hes and can be viewed as a particular case of region�based
coding� The active mesh is used to e�ciently represent and
code the various regions of the scene and the motion infor�
mation� The variation of the mesh topology as well as the
strategy for coding the synthesis error are de�ned by an op�
timization technique following the Rate�Distortion criterion�

�� INTRODUCTION

In the framework of very low bit rate video coding� there is
an increasing interest in second generation image compres�
sion techniques ���� in particular region�based coding sche�
mes� For video sequences� these techniques are receiving a
particular attention within the MPEG� framework because
of their potential e�ciency for compression and also because
of their ability to handle content�based functionalities�

In this paper� we are interested in a video coding algo�
rithm able to e�ciently represent the image content and also
to follow the temporal evolution of the regions� This ap�
proach implies the de�nition of a signal dependent partition
that has to be transmitted to the receiver� Moreover� time
tracking of regions is an important feature if one wants to
be able to e�ciently relate and compensate the information
�partition� color� etc� between two successive frames and also
to deal with content�based functionalities ����

A �rst attempt in de�ning such an algorithm can be
found in ���� The proposed coding algorithm combines a
spatial segmentation of the sequence with a motion compen�
sation of the transmitted information� On the one hand side�
the spatial segmentation is used to get a general scheme able
to deal with any kind of sequences and scene changes� On the
other hand side� motion information is used to increase the
coding e�ciency by compensation of the spatial information
that has to be transmitted �partition and color�� An analysis
of the results given in ��� shows that ��� of the bit�stream
is devoted to the partition information� ��� to the color and
the remaining �	� to motion� To improve these results� the
number of bits devoted to the partition has to be reduced�
Two solutions have been reported
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� A �rst solution is to reduce the number of regions and to
process �that is to compensate�� as a single region� sets of
regions that follow the same motion� This leads to a spatio�
temporal segmentation where some regions are homogene�
ous in gray level and others are homogeneous in motion�
To e�ciently de�ne the spatio�temporal segmentation a ca�
reful analysis of the bit allocation problem has to be done�
The work reported in ��� shows how to solve the problem of
joint optimization of a partition and a set of coding techni�
ques to be used within each region� The approach can be
viewed as an optimal solution in the rate�distortion sense
of the bit allocation problem� The approach discussed in
��� de�nes a partition for each frame independently� there�
fore� there is no time tracking possibility� The work was
extended in ��� �� to relate the partitions of the successive
frames and to actually track regions� To this end� the con�
cept of Partition Tree was proposed in ���� The resulting
scheme ��� gives very interesting results� However� for very
low bit rates� the partition coding technique used in ���
is too expensive in terms of bits and the algorithm has a
tendency to merge regions�

� A second solution to improve the results of ��� can be found
in �
�� Here� the goal is to de�ne a scheme that follows
the same philosophy as the one proposed in ��� but where
much more color information is sent to the receiver� To
reach this goal� it is proposed to work with simple shapes
as triangles� This idea leads to the de�nition of an active
triangular mesh coding scheme�

This paper presents a scheme that takes into account the
strong points of the two previous solutions on the one hand
side� active meshes are interesting because they very e�ci�
ently handle the partition information and� on the other hand
side� optimization in the rate�distortion sense of the partition
and of the coding strategy provides an optimum bit alloca�
tion� This combination leads to an optimum active mesh
coding scheme� The organization of this paper is as follows
Section � de�nes the structure of the algorithm whereas Sec�
tion � describes and illustrates the various steps� Finally�
Section � is devoted to the conclusions�

�� STRUCTURE OF THE ALGORITHM

The main steps of the algorithm are described in Fig� �� It
is conceptually equivalent to the one proposed in ���� There
are three sets of functions The Mesh Functions are devoted
to the de�nition� the time tracking �Projection� and the to�



pological modi�cations �Mesh tree� of the mesh� The Coding
Functions send to the receiver the necessary information to
reconstruct the coded image� Finally� the de�nition of the co�
ding strategy leading to an optimum de�nition of the active
mesh and of the coding techniques to be used within each
region is done in the Bit Allocation Function� Note that�
in general� the optimum mesh is not triangular but made of
arbitrary polygons� Let us describe the block of Fig� ��
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Figure � Active triangular mesh coding scheme

�� PROCESSING STEPS

���� Mesh functions

The Projection de�nes the time evolution of the mesh� It
tracks regions in time based on the mesh de�ned for frame
T � �� this block makes an estimation of the mesh corres�
ponding to frame T � The approach consists in de�ning the
motion of each node of the mesh as described in �
�� Note
that the mesh topology �number of polygons� adjacency re�
lationship� is not modi�ed within this block�

The Mesh Tree is the equivalent of the Partition Tree of
��� but for polygonal meshes and not for arbitrary regions�
The objective is to construct a set of mesh proposals from the
projected mesh� as shown in Fig� �� These mesh proposals
de�ne a reduced set of polygons that are candidate to belong
to the �nal mesh�

TheMesh Tree is a hierarchical set of meshes� This means
that if one node or one edge is present at a given level� this
node or edge is also present at the same position at lower
levels� The Mesh Tree is made of two parts

� Below the projected mesh �the mesh resulting from the
projection�� a set of ��ner� meshes can be found� They
involve smaller polygons that are able to represent �ner
details of the image� The creation of these lower levels can
be viewed as several segmentation steps� The segmentation
works as follows �rst� a segmentation priority is assigned
to each polygon based on its variance so that polygons
of high variance are segmented �rst� Then� each selected
polygon is either triangularized if it is not a triangle or
segmented by the techniques proposed in �
� �see Fig� ���

� Above the projected mesh� polygons are constructed by
merging polygons of lower levels� They represent large re�
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Figure � Segmentation of triangles

gions that can be processed �predicted� as a single region�
The merging priority is de�ned by the increase of synthesis
error obtained if two neighbor polygons are merged�

An illustration of the Projection and of the Mesh Tree
can be seen in Fig� �� The Projection e�ects can be seen in
the center of the �gure and the various meshes of the Mesh
Tree are shown in the lower part� Note� in particular� how
levels � and � are created by merging regions of the projected
mesh �level �� and how levels � and � are constructed by
segmenting areas that are either textured or corresponding
to transitions between objects �around the face��

This approach has been selected because� if the scene
content has not been strongly modi�ed� the projected mesh
should be a good approximation of the optimal mesh� The
Mesh Tree proposes to the decision a set of partitions made
of polygonal regions that are ��uctuations� with respect to
the projected mesh� The decision will construct the optimal
mesh by selecting some polygons of the Mesh Tree�

���� Bit allocation function

The Decision block takes the proposals from the Mesh Tree
and makes a decision on which polygons will belong to the
�nal mesh� and which coding technique will be used within
each region� Note that the �nal mesh is made of polygons co�
ming from various levels of theMesh Tree� Moreover� for each
region� several intra�frame as well as inter�frame coding algo�
rithms are proposed to the decision� The inter�frame coding
techniques generally involve the synthesis �or compensation�
of the current frame based on the previously coded frame and
the coding of the prediction error�

The decision is based on an optimization algorithm fo�
llowing the rate�distortion criterion� As illustrated in Fig� ��
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Figure � Example of projection and Mesh Tree

the algorithm analyzes each polygon of the Mesh Tree and�
for each polygon� considers a set of possible coding techniques
�fC�� ���� Cng�� This analysis results in a set of rates R and
distortions D for each combination of polygons and coding
techniques� Then� an optimization algorithm ��� �� is used
to �nd the best coding strategy by minimizing the distortion
under the constraint of a limited budget� Note that the hie�
rarchical structure of the proposed polygons is an important
feature allowing the use of fast optimization techniques�

The Decision process is illustrated in Fig� �� Based on the
polygons proposals of Fig� �� the Decision selects the mesh
shown in Fig� ��A and de�nes the coding strategy represented
in Fig� ��B� In Fig� ��B� white areas indicate polygons that
are coded in intra�frame mode� They correspond to parts of
the image that are di�cult to predict �window area�� The
remaining gray level values represent various coding techni�
ques� A dark value indicates a technique with a very low
number of bits per pixel �bpp� whereas a light gray value
indicates a technique leading to a better quality but a higher
number of bpp �shape adaptive DCT ��� with several levels
of quantization was used in this test�� See how bits are saved
for the car areas with respect to more complex areas such as
the face�

���� Coding functions

The Coding blocks take the results of the decision block and
send all the necessary information to the receiver� This in�
formation is composed of the coding strategy itself �which
color coding technique is used in each region�� the mesh evo�
lution �motion of the nodes and introduction or elimination
of polygons� and the synthesis error �see Fig� ��C and D��

The synthesis �prediction� is de�ned by the nodes motion�
To limit the complexity of the compensation� each polygon is
triangularized and a motion model is de�ned in each resulting
triangle� Since each triangle de�nes an a�ne motion �eld� the
motion �eld of each polygon is piecewise a�ne�

A� Mesh B� Coding decision

C� Prediction error D� Coded frame

Figure � Decision and coding

���� Initialization of the mesh

The initialization of the mesh for the �rst frame is done also
by using the concept of Mesh Tree and is illustrated in Fig� ��
The algorithm starts by a regular rectangular mesh �Fig� ��A�
and modi�es the nodes position to get closer to high gradient
points �Fig� ��B�� Based on this �rst mesh� a complete Mesh
Tree is constructed and the Decision de�nes the �rst mesh
�Fig� ��C� and the coding strategy �in this case only intra�
frame coding techniques are considered��
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�� CONCLUSIONS

This paper has discussed the use of active meshes represen�
tations and of Rate�Distortion optimization for video coding�
The coding approach can be viewed as a particular case of
region�based coding� Active meshes are used to e�ciently
represent and code the various regions and the motion infor�
mation� The variation of the mesh topology as well as the
strategy for coding the synthesis error are de�ned by an op�
timization technique following the Rate�Distortion criterion�
The concepts of Projection and Partition Mesh are e�cient
ways to track regions and to propose modi�cations of the
mesh topology� Moreover� the proposals are structured in a
way allowing the use of fast optimization algorithms�
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